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NMF ON POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY

Bjarni Bodvarsson, Lars Kai Hansen

Informatics and Mathematical Modelling
Technical University of Denmark
DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark

ABSTRACT
In positron emission tomography, kinetic modelling of brain
tracer uptake, metabolism or binding requires knowledge of
the cerebral input function. Traditionally, this is achieved
with arterial blood sampling in the arm or as shown in [1] by
non-invasive K-means clustering. We propose another method
to estimate time-activity curves (TAC) extracted directly from
dynamic positron emission tomography (PET) scans by non-
negative matrix factorization (NMF). Since the scaling of the
basis curves is lost in the NMF the estimated TAC is scaled
by a vector a which is calculated from the NMF solution.
The method is tested on a [18F]-Altanserin tracer ligand data
set consisting of 5 healthy subjects. The results from using K-
means clustering and NMF are compared to a sampled arterial
TAC. The comparison is done by calculating the correlation
with the arterial sampled TAC.

Index Terms- NMF, Positron emission tomography, Brain
modeling

1. INTRODUCTION

Measurement of the cerebral input function in terms of the
arterial plasma input TAC is required for assessment and val-
idation of the quantification of receptor binding parameters
on the basis of dynamic positron emission tomography (PET)
images and kinetic models [1]. Alternative non-invasive meth-
ods for estimation of the input function have been described
based on cluster analysis [1], based on linear decomposition
methods such as independent component analysis (ICA) [2]
[3], and by non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) of the
signals in a region of interest [4] and on whole brain data
[5]. The linear decomposition methods are preferred because
they do not assume that voxels are dominated by the vascu-
lar signal, where the NMF method is attractive because of the
relative straightforward estimation procedure. Furthermore,
since the latter approach does not assume a specific form of
the spatial distribution makes the NMF method attractive.

In this study the NMF method is used to extract the input
TAC without the use of a set of predefined regions of interest
and the results are subsequently compared to the results from
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K-means clustering used in [1]. The estimated vascular TAC's
are compared by correlation to the golden standard, namely
the arterial sampling.

A challenge with the deconvolution methods as ICA and
NMF is that the absolute scaling ofthe estimated basis curves
is lost since the scaling can be applied to the mixing matrix
and the basis function matrix without a change in the cost
function. We propose a method of rescaling the TAC's by
assuming that the mixing matrix must sum to one for each
voxel. By performing this approximation the estimated vas-
cular TAC from the NMF can be scaled so that it can be used
directly in kinetic modelling without the use of an arterial
sampling.

2. METHODS

K-means andNMF are used to estimate a vascular signal from
a PET-scan of the brain. These signals are then used as input
curves instead of the sampled arterial curve. The correlations
between the estimated and the sampled TAC's are calculated
to compare the methods to one another.

Non-negative matrix factorization

The non-negative matrix factorization method (NMF) [6] per-
forms a deconvolution of an observed data matrix. The data
is represented as a linear combination of two factors. The
factors can be positively combined only, no subtraction is
allowed thus no cancellation of the components is possible.
All elements in the data matrix and in the factors are posi-
tively constrained. This data structure is ideal for many ob-
served signals in nature and in real life applications, since the
data matrix can be a combination of different unknown sig-
nals that are mixed with each other in an unknown manner.
The positive constraint is very useful when working with im-
ages, speech and many other applications where the original
sources can be assumed to be positive and added together.

The NMF method describes the matrix V, as a linear com-
bination of the factorsW and H. All elements in V, W and
H are non-negative.
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V - WH (1)
This can be applied to the problem at hand of extracting

TACs; V being the dynamic PET image, W is the mixing
matrix, and H contains the basis TACs. The Euclidian dis-
tance between the original data matrix V andWH is used as
the cost function [6].

This method needs the number of sources, K, to be prede-
fined, no other parameters need to be set. To give the method
the correct number of sources the knowledge must be a priori,
or some analysis must be done to asses the number of com-
ponents. In this case the NMF is done for a range of com-
ponents, and the results are analyzed. Since both spatial and
dynamic information is given in the solution, the solution can
be validated. Overestimating the number of sources needed in
a PET scan gives a result where the dynamics in the solution
indicate unnatural behavior, or some of the spatial sources
will be identical indicating that the original signals are split
up, and thereby overfitting the data.

Since the data matrix V is approximated by the linear
combination of the components in W and H the basis func-
tions in H are not scaled correctly. Therefore a scaling pro-
cedure is required if the solution is to be used in kinetic mod-
elling.

A method is proposed to calculate a vector a that will
rescale W and H to the original scale. The vector a is ele-
mentwise multiplied with each row ofW, and the reciprocal
transposed a is elementwise multiplied with each column of
H. Thereby the cost function will not change with this rescal-
ing.

H'i = H.j (aT 1 (2)

w Wj. (3)

WH WH (4)

where oa = [oai aK]
Since W can be interpreted as the mixing matrix or as

spatial images of the sources, a lemma can be defined for W.
In the mixing matrix each row must sum to 1. W is set to
describe the mix of each source in each observation or pixel,
and these mixing coefficients must sum to 1. This means that
ifW consists of images of the estimated sources, then the
summed image must equal 1 in each pixel.

Wj. ae = 1, for all rowsj (5)

Ifthe above is assumed then az is estimated from the NMF
solution as:

a = (WTW)-1(ZW)T (6)
i 6

K-means clustering

The K-means performs a clustering ofthe data into K compo-
nents. Each voxel is assigned to one cluster only and the com-
ponent is the mean of its voxels. Therefore the method has
some limitations in which kind ofdata can be modelled. Since
the estimated components is the mean of a group ofvoxels the
estimated TAC's cannot have values smaller or larger than the
mean value of the voxels. The advantage though is that the
scaling is intact as opposed to the NMF method.

The K-means is computed as follows [7]:

1. Choose K cluster centers

2. Assign each voxel to its nearest cluster center

3. Recalculate the cluster centers so that the centers is the
mean of its members

4. Repeat step 2 and 3 until the centers stabilize

The algorithm will converge to a local optimum so the
algorithm can be repeated several times with different cluster
center initializations to get the best solution.

3. RESULTS

NMF results

The NMF is performed on the five [18F]-altanserin PET-scans.
The dynamic and spatial results are analyzed by visual in-
spection to find the appropriate number of sources. The main
features to look for when analyzing the results, is to see if the
TACs look natural. Does every TAC in the solution describe
the current tracer behavior for a part of the brain, or is it sim-
ply overfitting the data. The TAC behavior can be validated
by looking at the spatial distribution of each TAC.

Subject
K=2
K = 3
K=4

1
0.987
0.968
0.909

2
0.978
0.968
0.745

3
0.985
0.970
0.830

4
0.949
0.967
0.800

5
0.956
0.969
0.923

Table 1. Correlations between NMF estimated and arterial
sampled blood curve.

In figure 1 the 3 TACs found by the NMF are plotted for
one subject. It can be seen that one of the TACs resembles
a plasma TAC, with a clear peak at first and then a steady
level until the end. Another TAC shows an increase with time
which could indicate binding in the region ofthat source. The
last source has the behavior of a non-binding region of the
cerebral, as the TAC has a great increase at first and then a
slow decrease, similar to the TAC of the cerebellum in which
there is no binding [1].
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Fig. 1. NMF TAC's for subject 5 with K=3
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Fig. 2. K-means TAC's for subject 5 with K=4

The correlation between the arterial sampled TAC and the
NMF vascular component is used to evaluate the correctness
of the factorization. The correlations can be seen in table 1,
as seen for K=2 and K=3 the correlation is very high for all 5
subjects, above 0.94. For K=4 the coefficient is lower for all
subjects. This indicates that using 4 components is a overfit-
ting of the data. To find out if 2 or 3 sources should be used
to describe the PET data the spatial images of the NMF are

investigated, and they show that the 3 components are inde-
pendent and describe different regions ofthe brain. Therefore
3 components are used instead of 2.

K-means results

The K-means clustering method is used to estimate the arte-
rial input function which is then compared with the sampled
arterial curve. In table 2 the correlation between the K-means
estimated curve and the sampled arterial curve is repeated.

From the table it is seen that the correlations vary between
subjects. Subject 1 has 0.63 as the highest and subject 5 has
0.96 as the highest correlation.

Subject
K=2
K=3
K=4
K=5

_H_

1

0.47
0.60
0.61
0.63

_-4

2
0.70
0.84
0.84
0.83

_-4

3
0.84
0.84
0.82
0.80

_-_

4
0.92
0.93
0.93
0.93

_-_

5

0.55
0.94
0.94
0.94

Table 2. Correlations between K-means estimated and the
arterial sampled blood curve.

4. DISCUSSION

The spatial images of the K-means and the NMF results are

very similar, and the estimated vascular TAC can validated
for both methods as the spatial component of the TAC is lo-
cated in venous regions ofthe brain. The TAC's however need
not be the same since the K-means TAC is a mean curve and
does not account for the partial volume effect in the PET im-
ages. The arteries have diameters of around 2-6mm and the
maximum resolution in the images is 5-6mm. Therefore the
arterial signal is not likely to be found as the only signal in
any voxel. This is also seen when applying both the NMF
and the K-means, since no pure arterial signal is found. The
only vascular TAC found is the vein. The veins have larger
diameters and are easier to identify in the PET scan.

When comparing the K-means and the NMF results it is
seen that the NMF seems to be more stable, since the correla-
tion between the NMF estimated TAC's and the arterial sam-

pled TAC's are above 0.94 for all five subjects. In the case of
using K-means the correlation varies between 0.61 and 0.94
(K=4). The amplitude in the NMF estimated TAC is much
higher than when using the K-means method because of the
partial volume effect.

Both methods give spatial information about the compo-

nents. These can be manually validated to see if the solution
is describing something meaningful or simply overfitting the
data. Doing so for the NMF results it can be concluded that
the 3 components describe different properties of the bind-
ing of the [18F]-Altanserin tracer in the brain. The 3 regions
are vascular, specific binding and non-specific binding voxels.
When looking at the K-means results the same 3 regions can

be identified, except that when using K=4, then there are two
binding components with different levels which is also seen

in figure 2.
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Both methods estimate a venous and not a arterial TAC
which we are trying to find. This however is not a great prob-
lem since the venous signal from the brain is close to the ar-
terial. The venous signal in the brain is different from that
from the arm because of dispersion. So even though the esti-
mated signal is venous like it can be used as an input TAC to
the brain since it is close to the arterial TAC when using the
NMF, with correlations of above 0.94.

Since the NMF is able to cope with partial volume effect
it could also be considered as a way to denoise the PET im-
age simply by deducting the residuals from the NMF solution
from the original PET data V. Since the signals and the spa-
tial components found make sense and look natural, the resid-
uals in the the NMF solution could then be artifacts from the
scan, and these can now be removed from the images. This
however is a subject that needs further work.

5. CONCLUSION

It is shown that the NMF can be used to estimate the arterial
input function. The method is superior to K-means cluster-
ing in this case because of the partial volume effects in the
images. The issue of scaling the NMF components so that
they can be used directly in kinetic modelling is overcome by
assuming that the voxels sum to one in the mixing matrix.
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